Inspection for Service (IFS)
Efficient inspection of your system by on-site technician
Husky designs, manufactures and services all of our equipment. As the authority in every aspect of manufacturing, no one knows your equipment better, and we can ensure that you have the best support for your machines, molds and hot runners. We also have an extensive global service and spare parts network in place to help protect your investment wherever you are in the world.

In addition to the standard warranty that comes with Husky systems, machinery, hot runners and spare parts, we offer a series of products and services that complement your industry leading hardware to ensure that you are continually operating at peak OEE, at the lowest cost to produce.

Husky Advantage + offers proactive products and services from the people who know your Husky equipment best.

Your Husky equipment requires regular inspections to identify any performance issues that are affecting efficiency, productivity and costs. Changes in your manufacturing environment, moving your system or equipment age can often affect your machine in unforeseen ways. Our new Inspection for Service program provides peace of mind by having a certified Husky technician visit your facility and inspect the condition of your Husky equipment and providing a detailed assessment on the true condition of your machine, identifying any performance gaps that could be affecting your production and ultimately your bottom line.

The Inspection for Service program blends speed, accuracy and professional advice to assess the performance gap of your equipment, allowing you to accurately identify maintenance spend and areas of improvement on-site.

How is Inspection for Service different from a machine audit?

Inspection for Service bridges the gap between a simple, walk-around inspection of Husky equipment to identify opportunities for improvement and the extensive inspection provided by a full-scale audit. Inspection for Service blends the expertise of our field Service Technicians and the quick reporting made available by the latest digital inspection software to give you immediate, same-day results to help move your decision-making forward.

Services Included

All Inspection for Service visits occur in one day and include the following inspection checkpoints:

- Safety
- Hydraulic
- Mechanical/ Pneumatic / Water / Electrical / Software
- Measurements / Existing machine calibration
- Level / Parallelism
- Robot / Conveyor
- General mold condition
- Cycle time comparison vs. specification
- HMI screens

The post-visit report includes the following:

- Mold KPI’s
- Machine KPI’s
- Robot and Conveyor KPI’s
- Recommendations to the customer
- Parts and Labor recommendations (as required – post visit)
- Safety Bulletin awareness
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